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Genesis Packs
Now Available!
Sharing the gift of a proper orange pill is the best gift you can ever give!
Genesis packs are the perfect tool to start the engines of critical thinking with your friends and family when it comes to the topics of the broken fiat system, the power of freedom, and the world's first freedom money, bitcoin.
Along with enjoying the incredible artwork on each card, you can have fun trading with friends and family to collect the full set of 47 unique cards!

Genesis V1 - Limited Edition - 100,000 Packs Special Offer!
● Receive a Highly Limited Edition Box Topper Pack with purchase of a full box of 100 Genesis packs.
● Only 1000 Box Toppers packs printed!
● Guaranteed a /99 Foil Hit, or a 1% chance of a 1/1 Foil Hit!

Learn MoreBuy Packs
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The World's First Official Physical Bitcoin Trading Cards
To understand the importance of bitcoin one must understand the value of scarcity. Like the current monetary system, most trading card projects are printed in the tens of millions, and even billions!
Discover the scarcest trading cards on earth, with hits like no collection you have ever seen. Rip a pack and hodl a piece of history with Bitcoin Trading Cards!
Learn More About Us




Trading Cards
Our cards are designed by world-class artists in the Bitcoin space. The back of every card features educational facts about Bitcoin. Bitcoin Trading Cards makes education and collecting fun with the greatest!
Shop All Products
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Orange Pill Warrior Bundle: Genesis Box + Exclusive Box Topper
$399.00
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UnConfiscatable 2023 Commemorative Boxes - 12 Packs in a Box - Only 176 Box...
$600.00
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Limited Edition Series 2 Card Binder (x/121)
$69.00
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Bitcoin Trading Cards : Unconfiscatable 2023
$50.00
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Genesis Packs - Your Bitcoin Journey Starts Here!  x10 pack Bundle
$50.00
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Orange Pill Pleb Bundle: 50 Genesis Packs + Exclusive Box Topper
$299.00










Upcoming Events
Bitcoin Trading Cards bring another level of fun and excitement to shows and events, both inside and outside the Bitcoin world. Below are some of the upcoming events that we're planning to attend in 2024.
Discover what Bitcoin Trading Cards brings to the show!


View All Events
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BitBlockBoom!
Multi-day Event: Apr 11 - Apr 14, 2024
The BitBlockBoom! is a bitcoin conference. To put it in simple terms this conference is only for people who are interested in Bitcoin.

Dallas, TX
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Mass Adoption!
Date: May 04, 2024
Freedom Festival 2024 is not just an event; it's a movement.

East Windsor, CT
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BTC Prague 2023
Multi-day Event: Jun 13 - Jun 15, 2024
The biggest, most influential bitcoin event in Europe ever, again!

Prague, Czech Republic
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Bitcoin 2024
Multi-day Event: Jul 25 - Jul 27, 2024
THE NEXT BITCOIN EPOCH BEGINS IN NASHVILLE

Nashville, TN
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Permissionless
Multi-day Event: Sep 11 - Sep 13, 2023
Permissionless II is the world's largest DeFi event. Join 7000+ crypto enthusiasts and builders September 11-13th at the Austin Convention Center in Austin, TX.

Austin, TX
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Road Map


April 2023
Scarce.city BTCTC Auction Partnership





May 2023
Series 2 FUD Busters, B23 Conference Packs & Whale Packs - B23 Conference Miami





Oct 2023
Genesis Packs launched & S1, S2 Limited Edition Binders - Pacific Bitcoin





Nov 2023
PB23 Whale Packs Drop - PSA Grading for BTCTC (TBD but likely)





Dec 2023
UnConfiscatable Conference packs drop - UnConf Las Vegas





Feb 2024
Spirit of Satoshi





Feb 2024
Studio BTC








Coming soon
BitBlockBoom Comm Packs





Coming soon
Halving Edition Whale Packs





Coming soon
BTC Prague





Coming soon
Special Announcement





Coming soon
Series 3 - Warriors vs. Villains





Coming soon
Thank God For Bitcoin Comm Packs





Coming soon
B24 Nashville





Coming soon
Genesis v2





Coming soon
Special Announcements
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What Are Customers Saying?
TOP Quality Design, Messaging and Mission
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Alladin and his team have hit a home run with their stellar Bitcoin Trading Card project. The bitcoin education mission is AWESOME, and the excellent quality of the art, printing and packaging is icing on the cake. I've been loving learning from, collecting, trading, and sharing Series 1 cards, and like other 'Pack-Stackers' can't wait for the arrival of Series 2, which is likely to be even better. Like Series 1, Series 2 is sure to sell out, so my advice is to get 'em while you can.


I PROOFED THEIR WORK!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The cards are simply amazing! As a collector, I am thrilled with the quality & very special design of the cards. It's amazing how much detail has been put into each individual card. I have already purchased & collected a few cards from an other continent & it has been an smooth process. I highly recommend these trading cards to anyone looking for a rewarding hobby & a trustful community. Thx guys!


WHAT A COOL PROJECT!!!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
These cards have taken me back to the time of collecting Basketball cards in the 90's. What a great idea and an even better execution! These cards are of incredible quality and detail with so much info, great for kids and adults looking to understand Bitcoin. * This review might be a bit biased considering that I'm one of the cards, but when I agreed to be part of it, I had no idea how awesome this would be. I have already bought two boxes and opening a pack a day live on YouTube during my daily streams.... if I don't find my own card soon, will need to buy another box before they sell out!!!


AMAZING QUALITY
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Cant agree more with all reviews here. These are outstanding cards to collect. Definitely be worth money in the future cant wait for s2 cards.


SCARCITY, EDUCATION AND BEAUTY COMBINED
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
These cards are what my late father would have loved. As an avid collector he bought everything expecting them to be scarce, only to figure out towards the end of his life that they were not and he was stuck. The education on each card is a rabbit hole portal and the artwork is amazing. Thanks to all who helped create these


QUALITY AND FUN MERGE FOR COLLECTORS!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
As a Seasoned Bitcoiner I must say My favorite Part is the Energy I have and See in Others Collecting these Amazing card with a Hunt for Rare stuff and as a Prior Sports Card collector It Brings Back Fond memories. Just Now those are On Bitcoin and Not Fiat ~! I can't stack enough sats or BTC-TC Don't delay getting a few packs for any Bitcoiner You Love~! Cheers


WHAT AN IDEA
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
As a old school card collector and diehard Bitcoiner I bought a box of these cards. I must say the time and thought process put into these must have taken forever. They are both for young and old. The educational aspect is pretty cool. The artwork on the card’s is very impressive! The foil cards and rare finds will have me buying another box! Great concept and Idea!


EDUCATIONAL DREAM
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
These cards are amazing , i love them kids love them , my 6/9 year old are like little austrian economists from them . Brilliant


DREAM SCENARIO FOR A BITCOIN AND THE HOBBY ENTHUSIAST
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
A tweet put Bitcoin Trading Cards on my radar and I could not be happier. BTC-cards melded Bitcoin and The Hobby in Series 1, and the result is a set that collectors and Bitcoiners will love. Within opening the first few packs, you realize how much time, energy and focus was put into creating Series 1. With common, rare, ultra-rare and legendary rare cards, this set has plenty of goodness to chase. Joining the Telegram group has been incredibly helpful, and is a great place to talk shop and trade cards to try and complete your set. Bravo, Bitcoin Trading Cards. Excited to see what's next!






Latest News
See what Bitcoin Trading Cards has been up to! We're always actively looking to spread the word of bitcoin to orange pill as many people as possible.

View All Posts
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Bitcoin Trading Cards: Collectible Art To Orange Pill The World
Meet Alladan Flynn, a serial entrepreneur with a vision that transcends industries and generations.

January 29, 2023
-
Alladan Flinn
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Bitcoin Christmas w/ BTC Trading Cards Pack Rips!
In the festive spirit of Christmas, a unique event unfolds in the digital realm of Bitcoin. Hosted by the renowned Tone Vays, a special Christmas live stream titled "Bitcoin Christmas w/ BTC Trading Cards Pack Rips!" captures the essence of joy and community in the Bitcoin world.

December 27, 2023
-
Alladan Flinn
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Bitcoin Trading Cards Are A Trojan Horse
In an insightful and captivating video titled "Bitcoin Trading Cards Are A Trojan Horse. @Bitcoinliferaft #412," hosted by Daniel Prince, the world of Bitcoin education takes an innovative turn.

January 07, 2024
-
Alladan Flinn
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WHY ARE WE BULLISH? Kinetic Finance, BTC Trading Cards, Zac Guignard
In the video titled "WHY ARE WE BULLISH? Kinetic Finance, BTC Trading Cards, Zac Guignard," hosted by BTC Sessions, the world of Bitcoin is examined through the lens of its enduring appeal and resilience.

October 14, 2023
-
Alladan Flinn
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Alladan Flinn- Bitcoin Trading Cards; Economic Education with Art and Fantasy!
In the video "Alladan Flinn- Bitcoin Trading Cards; Economic Education with Art and Fantasy!" hosted by The Weekly HODL, Alladan Flinn, the creative mind behind Bitcoin Trading Cards, shares his journey and vision.

June 17, 2023
-
Alladan Flinn
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Gary Leland Host of Bitcoin Boomer Show continues his discussion with Alladan of BTC Trading Cards.
In the video hosted by Gary Leland on the Bitcoin Boomer show, Alladan Flinn of BTC Trading Cards shares his journey and vision behind the innovative concept of Bitcoin Trading Cards.

October 26, 2023
-
Alladan Flinn








Join Our Telegram
Learn more about the project and offer insight on what you like and don't like about Bitcoin Trading Cards. Meet other collectors create P2P card trades within the community. Share ideas for cards for an upcoming series in our Telegram group.
Join Us!
Subscribe to Our Emails
Be the first to know about new collections and exclusive offers.
Subscribe





[image: bitcoin bull][image: bitcoin trading cards logo]Bitcoin Trading Cards offers a fun, simple & engaging way to learn about the problems with our current monetary system, and how Bitcoin fixes them!
Shop Now!
Navigate
HomeSeriesEventsAbout UsResourcesContact
Connect With Us
XnostrYouTubeInstagramPinterestLinkedInTelegramFacebook
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